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Abstract: An urban environment defines a specific micro-climate which directly affects the quality
of life in urbanized areas and often has a negative impact on urban populations. Phenomena like
urban heat and surface heat islands are direct products of an urban lifestyle. Urban meteorological
networks (UMNs) are a tool that can help to better understand and analyze the current situation
and make the right decisions about future urban development. Deployed to monitor and record
different objects and their states inside urban areas, UMNs build a long-term meteorological data time
series database. The most commonly used systems for achieving this goal include wireless sensor
networks (WSNs). This paper presents a combined experience in deploying three different WSN
systems. During seven years of research in this field, the authors have recognized the importance
of data reliability in data acquisition. More importantly, due to the lack of research addressing the
reliability of the data received from WSNs by the core segment of the server (processes used in
receiving, validating, parsing, and storing data into a database instance), the received data are used
in scientific studies without questioning their reliability. To determine the possibility of shifting
information provided by the data measured from sensor networks before it is stored in a desired form
of database, this paper proposes a highly reliable socket server model. The model is built with high
reliability and performance in mind and it includes three major processes, which use a combination
of signals and control messages to pass information about their states. A case study is performed
using high-end hardware, running a Linux operating system stressed to its limits. Repetition testing
revealed inconsistency in the information provided by the operating system to the application layer,
which could lead to the loss of information about short-term and rarely occurring monitored objects.
The results lead to the conclusion that there is a clear need for a higher level of data reliability in
the process of data acquisition by UMNs. The proposed socket server should fill this gap within the
server’s core segment.

Keywords: reliability; inter-process communication; urban meteorological networks; urban climate

1. Introduction

Global climate change amplifies a specific micro-climate in urban environments,
especially in terms of temperature load and thermal sensation [1]. This micro-climate
directly affects the quality of life in urbanized areas [2,3], resulting in increased air/surface
temperatures, intensive heatwave and urban heat island (UHI) phenomena, pluvial floods,
etc. Today, more than half of the global human population lives in urban areas. It is
expected that by 2050, more than two-thirds of the global human population will occupy
this type of environment [4].
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Studies prove that urban climate directly affects urban inhabitants [5]. In contrast to
nature areas, in urban areas, climate is modified in a way that often has a negative impact
on the urban population, especially during extreme weather conditions. Artificial surfaces,
urban roughness, the density of the urban population, traffic, and urban metabolism
have a significant impact on urban climate [6]. These impacts contribute to the creation
of UHI [7] or surface urban heat islands (SUHI) [8], which are defined as differences in
temperature between built-up urban areas and surrounding rural/non-urbanized areas [9].
UHI intensity is positive in urban areas [10]. Furthermore, heatwaves tend to be more
intensive in built-up urban areas, directly affecting public health, urban ecosystems, and
local infrastructures, while decreasing human thermal comfort [11–14]. Beside the thermal
load issues, there are pluvial floods, which occur more often during summer periods, when
rain intensity is high over short periods of time. In most cases, this directly influences
traffic and sometimes even leads to a drastic increase in the consumption of material
resources [15]. Differences in air humidity observed in urban areas can vary depending on
the current synoptic situation [16] just like with very complex wind directions, which are
determined by the orientation of the street buildings [17].

A constant demand for a better quality of living and urban environment imposes a
better understanding of the urban climate and its patterns. Different factors lead to varying
thermal comfort and discomfort in urban population. This is in direct correlation with
urban planning and design, while various studies highlight different bio-climate comfort
zones [12]. To create a better urban environment that would ensure a higher quality of
living conditions, it is necessary to conduct a detailed analysis and understand urban
climate conditions.

In this context, establishing a long-term high-resolution database is of paramount im-
portance. The technical implementation of this goal is exemplified by urban meteorological
networks (UMNs). Often, the role of such systems is to collect data from a large number
of measurements in short periods of time [18]. The high life span of this type of systems
poses a great challenge. The problems with UMNs are associated with rapid technology
modifications, a lack of funding, and the specific features of the monitoring area. Over
the past few decades, a large number of UMNs have been deployed at different locations
with the goal of collecting data about atmospheric conditions in urban areas [19]. This data
could also be used in transformative computing, IoT systems, or in smart home energy
strategy solutions [20]. The most common implementation of UMNs is wireless sensor
networks (WSNs). A WSN system that includes different types of measuring stations (air
temperature/humidity, precipitation, and automatic weather stations) is located in the
urban area of Novi Sad (Serbia). The ongoing development of Novi Sad’s urban network
system (NSUNET), launched in 2013, is co-funded through two European programs: the
Interreg-IPA CBC Hungary-Serbia Program (projects URBAN-PATH and URBAN-PREX),
the Interreg-IPA CBC Croatia-Serbia Program (project GReENENERGY), and the Horizon
2020–project SENSIBLE (Project Grant: 734331). Through its design, NSUNET (a) proposes
new terminology in the system topology, (b) introduces an open data structure in data
transmission, (c) integrates a reliable algorithm for data acquisition embedded in the station
firmware, (d) provides open data access on the server side, and (e) offers low transmis-
sion costs using the GSM providing. The precipitation network includes automatic rain
detection and a web-based algorithm used in an early warning system informing about
urban floods. Based on the data provided by NSUNET, local government institutions could
provide better solutions in urban planning.

The Research Questions involve Data reliability in urban meteorological networks
server segment as well as inter-process communication in a wireless sensor networks
server segment.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:

(a). This is one of very few research studies discussing the core segment (server side)
data acquisition environment as a possible point of failure in urban meteorological
network systems (UMNs).
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(b). There are no clear references to the problem of data reliability within the core segment.
Based on seven years of experiences in UMNs research and development, this issue is
a clear one.

(c). The proposed model of a socket server addresses the problem of the reliability of
received data, offering a high performance solution of data acquisition.

(d). The paper offers an insight into real problems that could happen and are occurring in
the core segment.

2. Related Work—Review of the Current WSN Systems and Introduction of Possible
Points of Failure in Data Reliability

This research draws on the interdisciplinary studies on urban climatology and applied
computer sciences.

2.1. Related Work—A Review of Current WSN Systems

The monitoring and acquisition of various events and conditions in our environment
indisputably enable a deeper and easier analysis. Over the past few decades, there have
been numerous examples of systems developed and deployed with the goal of detecting
such conditions. The acquired data have a wide variety of applications, while opportunities
for their utilization are constantly expanded with each use case.

Wireless sensor networks have been identified as a promising alternative to com-
plement conventional water quality monitoring solutions [21]. An advanced vineyard
network system was developed and deployed in Italy for meteorological real-time data
monitoring in a vineyard [22]. The dispersion of wireless network sensors used in precision
farming could lead to Byzantine faults or could be caused by safety factors leading to
misinterpretation by the data analysis system [23].

Smart sensing technology enables data streaming from sites to the office, making it
possible to monitor and to provide proper inputs for corrosion models [24]. The degree of
corrosion of steel in concrete is just one of many examples of different monitoring systems
and their implementation in the process of detecting and measuring conditions in our
immediate environment [25].

WSNs have become an integral part of urban scenarios [26], including examples such
as structural health monitoring of asphalt pavements [27] and a cyber-physical-social design
approach for temperature monitoring [28]. The latest research includes opportunistic
sensing and attempts to acquire data using devices like mobile phones. Acquired data
could be used for crowdedness detection in buses [29] or in the hydro-meteorological
monitoring of the densely populated Amsterdam metropolitan area [30].

The Global Positioning System (GPS) used in indoor environments causes huge lo-
calization inaccuracies within the Internet of Things (IoT) sensor nodes. In recent times,
indoor localization has been based on wireless sensor networks [31]. WSNs are a suit-
able choice for the sensory layer of ambient intelligence systems [32]. Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) are systems for monitoring data in real time [33]. Measuring stations,
which are organized as wireless sensor networks, collect data within defined time intervals,
transmit the collected data using different radio technologies, and provide notifications
about the critical conditions of monitored objects. The use of WSNs is not limited only to
the monitoring of natural phenomena. Wireless sensor networks are expected to monitor
expensive equipment in a Smart Grid [34]. The reliability analysis of the condition mon-
itoring network of a wind turbine blade based on WSN is just one of many examples of
the variety of WSN applications [35]. Unobtrusive wireless sensors can be embedded into
the components of wind turbines [36]. A review of modern solutions applied in indus-
trial plants, together with their integration with wireless sensors on hard-to-reach places
(spots where the deployment of wired sensors would require greater financial resources),
is often a subject of scientific analysis. The ability to adapt and reconfigure quickly makes
WSN monitoring a system of choice in installations prone to hazards. Implementing less
complex communication protocols is a prerequisite for reliable data transmission between
measuring stations [37]. Due to the rapid development of microelectronics, WSNs have
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become one of the most active fields in computer network research [38]. A related study
presents the possibility of a wireless sensors support in a Fog computing system used in
emergency management architectures [39]. The elderly fall location could be accurately
determined based on a neural network and the received signal strength of three beacons
deployed within a ZigBee-based WSN [40].

Studies about these types of solutions often only analyze the data acquired by the
systems and deal with one additional property—data acquisition reliability. To analyze
different monitoring instances and their states, the measured data is a mandatory require-
ment. Frequently, the data acquired by measuring nodes are considered to be absolutely
valid and they remain unmodified. Keeping in mind all the phases involved in the process
of environment monitoring, reliance on this approach could lead to unreliable conclusions.
Occurrences that could modify measured data are present in almost every segment of the
acquisition system. First of all, measuring station hardware within the remote segment [41]
could modify or perform an incorrect measurement. The analyses of such occurrences
pose a significant challenge in terms of data reliability in WSNs. It is subject to discus-
sion whether analyzing the reliability of the WSN hardware with the help of reliability
standards would result in accurate estimations or whether this is just a starting point in
the analysis, thus making accelerated tests for WSN hardware mandatory [42]. A reliable
measuring sensor operation in long term structural monitoring (SHM—process of damage
detection and characterization strategies for engineering structures) is an indisputable
prerequisite [43].

Nevertheless, the question about data reliability (whether measured data provides
an actual record of atmospheric conditions in urban areas), when received by this system,
presents a subject of scientific research. Most of the scientific analyses expose possible
points of data misinterpretation, starting with the sensors up to the data transmission to
the server segment.

2.2. Communication between the Measuring Stations and the Server—Introduction to the Data
Reliability Problem in WSNs

Most of the analyses take place on the communication segment between measuring
stations and the server, mostly on modulations and signal coding, higher-level transmission
protocols, and the WSN network topology. Two widely used network topologies in WSN
networks are the mesh topology, implemented in the solutions such as the Trout Lake wa-
tershed monitoring network [44], and the star topology [45]. NSUNET is organized as a star
topology with only one hop distance from the core segment (Figure 1). Blue boxes represent
four different types of measuring stations used in NSUNET WSN system. Text colored in
red provides data structures used in transmission of measurements from stations to the
core segment while the orange box represents the central, core segment in star topology.

Studies prove that 100% reliability in this type of measuring networks is a challenge,
especially on spots where the monitored object is of critical importance. Time-division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) networks organized in a mesh topology could meet 99.99% reliability
criteria without additional human intervention [46]. Solutions such as reduced ordered
binary decision diagrams (ROBDD) could increase the overall communication effectiveness
of the measuring station’s infrastructure [47]. The same approach proved itself to be useful
in modeling and evaluating signal quality reliability and common-cause failures [48]. Stud-
ies also confirm that the reliability of data transmission inside WSN is increased, thereby
introducing fault tolerance. They also reveal a lack of further analysis of the relationship
between implemented security and reliability [49]. The existing literature reflects a lack
of research regarding the use of a hybrid mechanism involving both re-transmission and
redundancy-based techniques to provide reliability in WSNs [50]. In order to solve large
time delays and accuracy issues, attempts have been made, using Kalman-filter-based
data fusion, to make a precise measurement of displacements in civil structures and infras-
tructures [51]. Energy consumption, data delivery reliability, and coverage are deemed
to be the most important factors in this type of sensor networks [52,53]. However, due
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to possible geographic constraints, WSN deployment does not necessarily ensure strong
network connectivity [54].
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2.3. Points of Failure

Studies present the results of analyses of different data delivery models, used in
wireless sensor networks [55]. Susceptibility to the noise effect and defected sensors are
some of the problems that occur in wireless sensor networks [56]. Factors that frequently
lead to the malfunctioning of the entire measuring system include continuous network
device failures [57]. Keeping in mind that sensor networks are usually deployed in harsh
environments, the penetration of WSN imposes a high demand on reliable data storage [58].
Establishing trust between nodes is a prerequisite for any distributed network to function
properly and to ensure protection against malicious traffic [59,60]. Trust management can
be ensured in the context of WSN [61]. Various network attacks, such as DoS (denial of
service), an analysis of possible strategies that could prevent such occurrences, along with
introducing experimental modeling, could illustrate the feasibility of trust management as
part of a future decision support system [62]. Research proves that a trust-based DA (data
aggregation) protocol using data validation and integrity verification in WSN increases
data correctness [63]. A distributed data storage protocol, such as ProFlex, should guaran-
tee robustness in data collection [64]. Monitoring and diagnostic WSN operation, especially
of all its segments and parts, is an unavoidable aspect of troubleshooting and solving
future implementations [65] even with the help of lightweight monitoring systems [66].
Even though fault tolerance analyses indicate possible solutions to the problems, none of
them offer a unique technique or algorithm that could apply as a reliable solution to WSN
problems [67]. There are recent cases of addressing the problem of data storage reliability in
storage nodes, deployed in wireless sensor networks [68]. Analyses and discussions on the
problems occurring in the communication between processes in the WSN core segment are
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seldom documented. Scientific literature deals with general problems of inter-process com-
munication (IPC) within concurrently organized systems [69], communication mechanisms
between process [70], and their implementation on kernel and user space libraries [71].
Improvements to the design of high-performance computing (HPC) systems, further mon-
itoring and understanding their operation, still pose a challenge, mostly because of the
existence and interaction of a large number of parallel processes [72]. Attempts were made
to solve challenges associated with WSN deployment in remote and hazardous areas by
using Honeywell’s message handling system [73].

3. Methodology behind the Case Study

To determine the reliability of the acquired data measured by remote stations in WSN
system, stored and sent via the transparent data structure [74] used in NSUNET a socket
server model has been developed along with its client counterpart. The purpose of the
developed solution, is to simulate the transmission and reception of a large number of
measurement data to the server. The socket server model (algorithm implemented to detect
operating system inconsistencies, which could question received data reliability together
with its approach to solve the problems of inter-process communication), is developed as
a C language application which listens to defined IP (Internet protocol) addresses on the
server. The case study should demonstrate whether the proposed application could become
a reliable candidate for the reception of WSN measurements implemented in UMNs.

3.1. High-Demand Socket Server Model

WSN systems development requires analysis of possible points of failures. Such points
could pose possible security issues. Based on previous projects, study has been conducted,
mainly to determine future courses of development. Previous projects included propriety
solutions (Wahastrat, Meriexva) on both segments (remote and core) [75]. Based on the
authors’ experience and the need to integrate entire future systems into well established
infrastructure and to open data structure that can be used for data transmission [41], the
entire core segment of the NSUNET system is based on open-source solutions [41]. Data re-
liability, in the context of security and potential threats, for these solutions is a topic for
future works. The development of a highly reliable socket server (HRSS) follows this design
and it is in line with the concepts underlying Linux operating systems. Requirements,
demands, and the rapid development of software solutions unconditionally influence the
application design. Portable software is the basis for a vast number of developed solutions,
mostly because of its affordability and rapid development. Sometimes portability is also
required [76]. Segments requiring performance and high operation reliability could shift
the development process towards a different approach. Since the case study presented in
this paper analyzes the reliability of the core segment in the proposed systems, in a large
number of concurrently distributed measurements, the emphasis in the HRSS design is
placed on high data reliability. The programs developed using the concurrent design are
mostly based on threads, which define the key model integrated in current computers,
programming languages, and operating systems [77], mostly because of the access to the
same memory locations. In concurrent software development, race conditions that often
occur in this approach are a frequent source of problems that undermine such solutions [78].
Other mechanisms used in IPC are shared memory and pipes [79]. Shared memory intro-
duces mutual exclusion of critical sections (mutex) [80]. Message queues could remain in
the operating system until they are read or explicitly deleted, which is a case similar to
using shared memory.

Keeping in mind the aforementioned facts, HRSS development is based on the fol-
lowing premises: the specific operational role of each process determines its role in the
system. Within the HRSS model, there are three main processes: core, accept, and control.
An additional process group is defined as the worker.
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3.2. Core Process Role

The core process is the main, parent, and process of the entire HRSS system and it
has a double role: (a) to create the accept and control processes using the traditional UNIX
fork() call; (b) to monitor their state and to perform a system respawn if one of the child
processes has ended prematurely. Each process in the HRSS system remains blocked in
read() (except for the accept process, which is blocked with a Linux accept() call).

Based on the POSIX standard (Portable Operating System Interface) documentation
which guarantees the development of two signals of the same type to the process, the HRSS
model uses four signals for its inter-process communication: SIGALRM, SIGINT, SIGUSR1,
and SIGUSR2 (Figure 2).
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The role of SIGINT is defined only to intentionally terminate the operation of the entire
system. Each process, based on a predefined time interval, interrupts its operation with the
delivery of SIGALRM, whose role is defined as being a maintenance one. When the core
process reaches its maintenance stage, a check for the system suspend state is performed.
The maintenance mode also includes a process list loop for child processes, which performs
waitpid(). If a child is not active anymore, then SIGUSR1 is sent to the entire process group
that defines a critical error. The SIGUSR1 received by the core process defines a system
respawn, which starts new instances of the accept and control processes. The delivery of
SIGCHLD to the core process initializes a best-effort scenario and resets the process list
value (if the checked child process is not active anymore). If one of the child processes
detects an error inside its code, then SIGUSR2 is sent to the core process, informing it that
the operation of the system is not reliable anymore, leading to the shutdown of the entire
system (if such a mode is defined during the compilation time).

3.3. Accept, Control and Worker Processes

Each process (except accept) remains blocked in a read() call. A core process listens
on pipe_flow_control. The use of this pipe is left for future implementations and it should
expand information about the critical work of its child process. The role of the control pro-
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cess is to log information about the system’s operation. Remaining blocked on pipe_data,
it receives control messages from the accept and worker processes. Besides logging, the
control process provides a comparison of the system operation statistics between all pro-
cesses, making information about the system reliability more detailed. The communication
inside pipe_data is defined using control messages, which allows for the control process
to recognize different states in other processes. Maintenance is initiated with SIGALRM,
which checks inside the control and accept processes for the state of the core process. If the
core process is not active anymore, then control and accept perform a smooth exit.

The role of the accept process is to listen to network connections on the configured
socket. The time spent without being blocked in an accept() call could lead to a missed
client request. Furthermore, this could lead to a loss of the measured data and, from a
global perspective, a loss of information about the state of the monitored object. A new
client connection triggers the fork of the new worker process (if there are a sufficient
number of free slots in the process list). The worker role is to receive and manipulate data
from the client connection. To free space in the process list, an accept_garbage_collector is
activated, performing waitpid() on each entry and resetting the current value, if a child
has been reaped. Since the design of the model is based on high operation reliability, when
the maximum number of running worker process is reached, then the accept process will
gracefully exit (configurable using the pre-processor macro value).

The signals SIGINT, SIGALRM, and SIGUSR1 have the same function as the one used
in the control process with the additional accept_garbage_collector execution. The delivery
of SIGCHLD in the main code of the accept process is followed with the best-effort scenario.
Before blocking itself in an accept() call, the maximum allowed number of running worker
processes is checked together with the maximum number of allowed slots in the process list.

Whether client connection will remain active during the accept_garbage_collector
operation, or it will be dropped, depends only on the implementation of a system network
stack, which makes the efficiency of accept_garbage_collector highly important. The
failure to free a slot in the process list within this time frame could lead to a loss of the
measured data.

The role of the worker process is to address the connected client. When a process starts,
a HTTP parser is invoked to gather the data sent from the client and exit gracefully (if no
errors have occurred). SIGALRM in the worker process defines the HTTP session timeout.

The final code segment in all processes, as well as the maintenance part, are always
followed by the key variable output. The analysis performed on this data provides infor-
mation about the reliability of the HRSS system.

Signal handlers implemented in the core, control, and accept processes increment the
statistical variables about the operation of the system and set the global processes.handler
value. To ensure that a process spends as little time as possible in the signal handler
code, the processes.handler variable is used to provide information to the main code,
which signals specific operations to perform. An exception to this is the signal handler
defined for SIGCHLD. Based on the HRSS model, the information about this condition is
not acceptable, although it is possible that SIGCHLD is missing. Therefore, to optimize
the signal handler performance, a best-effort scenario is invoked. If the waitpid() of the
previous SIGCHLD signal handler has detected that a child is still running, its state is
checked again. Within the accept process, the process list is checked for the child’s pid,
facilitating a free slot. When working with a large number of client connections within
a short period, a large number of SIGCHLD signals may be dropped by the operating
system, making the accept process unaware of the states of its child processes. Even though
this does not directly lead to the question of data reliability within HRSS inter-process
communication, loss of information about end of child process work (SIGCHLD reception)
would make HRSS work less reliable. To solve this problem, several mechanisms are
implemented in the entire HRSS system.
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3.4. Data Flow and Control Messages

During operation, each process in the HRSS system sends information about its current
state to the control process, together with statistical variables. This redundant information
about the operation of the system is used in the reliability analysis of the HRSS system.
Most variables that contain information about the operation of the system are organized
as C language data structures. The data flow between processes is performed using the
S_ipc_messg structure. To maintain successful communication while using pipe_data flow,
lightweight protocol has been developed, enabling the control process to determine the type
of information and its origin. Every received packet includes the sender’s pid, a control
message (numerical value identifying packet type), and payload (messages delivering
numerical data).

3.5. Extreme Cases of System Operation

The HRSS model was developed to cope with a large number of concurrent client
connections. This approach can starve the resources of the underlying operating system,
especially when the maximum number of allowed processes per system and control group
is reached. During its initial code segment, the core process gets values for the maximum
number of the soft and hard limits of active processes. Each time a new client connection
is received, if the number of active worker processes reaches the stored value for the soft
limit, then the accept process will yield() to give the dispatcher a chance to finish some
of the active worker processes code. At the moment when the hard limit is reached, the
client connection will be dropped. To prevent this, the accept process includes a connection
scheduler, whose role is to help the dispatcher in finishing the active worker processes
more efficiently. Utilization per specific cpu core(s) is an additional feature that makes
HRSS more adaptable to specific hardware.

The HRSS system includes many options defined as C language macro values. The
levels of the output of debug messages is defined in the same manner.

The maintenance mode in the core process also performs checks for log partition
usage. If the defined limit is reached, the core process uses the same mechanism as
that implemented for the delivery of SIGINT. In this case, the core process modifies the
suspended processes value. It is only when log partition usage is lowered that the core
process will respawn the system and create the accept and control processes.

3.6. Discussion about the Operation of the HRSS System

The HRSS system uses the UNIX fork() call as a method of creating child processes.
This excludes any race-conditions and locking the critical code sections in the system
design. Small control messages and data flows between all processes are organized using
only two pipes. It has been demonstrated that control messages sent through pipes in
combination with a single signal as a means of communication between processes are an
effective solution. Organizing each process per its role adds additional effectiveness to the
HRSS system. The core process creates two child processes (accept and control) and during
its operation, it is in charge of monitoring their state and log file usage. All instructions
toward child processes are made using the signal. The role of the control process is to log
the current system status. The accept process is in charge of listening on the network socket
for client connections and maintaining information about its worker processes. Both the
accept and control processes check for the overall system state by maintaining information
about the core process. All other additional operations, such as analyzing the received data,
storing data into files, storing data or in some form of a database structure, have fallen
upon worker processes. Any additional requirements related to the expanding of system
abilities can be done in the worker code.

4. Case Study

To present valid information about reliability in IPC data exchange, the HRSS system
operation should be pushed to its limits.
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4.1. Case Study—Ipc in the Acquisition of Large Time Series

A highly reliable test client (HRTC) in charge of simulating a large number of con-
nections, based on the same design as HRSS, has been developed. The main differences
between HRSS and HRTC is that the latter’s core process populates the process list with
child pids and creates all child processes in a single turn. The created child processes
simulate data measured by sensors, create HTTP sessions to the HRSS worker process,
and transfer pseudo climate data. Each successful data connection is followed by the
CMESSG_REQ_TERMINATE control message to the core process. In response, the core pro-
cess acknowledges SIGUSR1 so that a child can finish its code. While waiting for SIGUSR1,
the child remains blocked in read() call on pipe_fd_core_2_child, which is implemented for
future purposes. If SIGUSR1 is not received before SIGALRM, the child will inform the
core process using the CMESSG_WORKER_TIMEOUT and finish its code gracefully.

Until the child processes remains active, core performs maintenance triggered with
SIGALRM by running core_garbage_collector. When all child processes finish their work,
core_zombie_tracker is activated to reap any missed child; it is followed by SIGUSR1, sent
to the entire process group. HRTC implements the same method of providing information
about its operation as HRSS.

The case study was performed on three server-oriented IBM/Lenovo Xeon dual
processor computers, with aggregated links to 2 Gbps (HRTC1 and HRSS instances) and
4 Gbps (HRTC2 instance) connected in a layer 2 Allied Telesis AT9000 switch. The test
was expected to provide information about inter-process communication reliability within
the HRTC/HRSS system instances, making all implemented features that could prevent
this deactivated. A series of data sent via HRTC1/2 used the measurement sent from the
URBAN-PREX AWS station [81] defined as:

#define HTTP_CONTENT_MESSAGE_WORKER “107!2020-8-2 21:40:2!+0.000+0.000+
0.000!+0.000+0.000+1.306!+21.56+0+0.00!+0.00+0.00+0.00!+0.00+0.00+0.00!215!188!0!0 ×
638980!21\r”

4.2. Initial Tests

The initial tests placed both instances (HRTC, HRSS) on each of the three computers
used in the case study. The communication between processes using pipes was monitored
via 10,000 and 20,000 simultaneous client connections with a timeout set to 60 (core) and
240 s (child processes). Both cases were successful (Table 1). The time required for the
20,000 concurrent processes (HRTC1 192 s, HRTC2 170 s, and HRSS 187 s) to finish their
operations was 2.5 (HRTC1), 2.8 (HRTC2), 2.4 (HRSS) times longer than in case of the 10,000
concurrent processes.

The second test involved communication using the network socket and data transmis-
sion via the HTTP protocol. The overall number of simultaneous client connections was
10,000, while the maintenance timeout for HRSS processes was 5 and 50 s for the accept and
worker, respectively, while the control and core maintenance was set to 1 s. HRTC1 needed
302 s to send all data, while HRTC2 performed the same task in 69 s. The number of sent
CMESSG_REQ_TERMINATE messages in HRTC2 was 10,000. The HRTC1 client delivered
only 6733 CMESSG_REQ_TERMINATE control messages. The operating system TCP stack
returned 3267 ‘Connection timed out’ errors, while only 194 child processes finished the
code successfully. The SIGALRM timeout was reached in 6539 child processes.

Out of 20,000 expected connections, HRSS received 16,716 (confirmed with a control
message of the type: CMESSG_WORKER_REACHED_END_LABEL); 3 CMESSG_WORKER_
TIMEOUT had confirmed an interrupted HTTP connection before all 91 bytes were received.
The maximum number of connections per second was 217, while the average amount was 80.
The number of simultaneously running HRSS worker processes totaled 15,408. Even though
it was expected that the number of failed HRTC1 connections (3267) would match the number
of HRSS errors, HRSS detected 3284 uncompleted connections.
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Table 1. Initial test results. The table provides information about the number of expected and received connections per client.

Client Childs UNRESPONDING_
CHILD_PROC_TIMEOUT

UNRESPONDING_
PROC_TIMEOUT

Overall Time
Needed

CMESSG_REQ_
TERMINATE

Expected Amount
of Transfer Bytes

Actual Amount of
Transferred Bytes No. Errors

HRTC1
10,000

60 240
74 10,000 2,240,000 2,240,000

020,000 192 20,000 4,480,000 4,480,000

HRTC2
10,000

60 240
60 10,000 2,240,000 2,240,000

020,000 170 20,000 4,480,000 4,480,000

HRSS
10,000

60 240
76 10,000 2,240,000 2,240,000

020,000 187 20,000 4,480,000 4,480,000
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During the tests, the number of sent bytes measured by the Linux netfilter on both clients
was equal to the number of received bytes on the server HRSS instance. Reliable information
about errors was not received by the operating system during the performed test.

The following series of testing was expected to prove a higher consistency in data
transmission by increasing intervals between each HRTC fork() (FORK_DELAY in nanosec-
onds). A series of 100 consecutive HRSS invocations calculated the value for FORK_DELAY
(70,000 nanoseconds), which resulted in a lack of errors in data transmission.

By using 70,000 nanoseconds as the timeout between each fork(), 100 consecutive
HRTC invocations were performed. If an error was detected, then the delay between each
loop increased by one second. Out of expected 2,000,000 (10,000 × 100 × 2) connections,
HRSS received 1,990,642 (9358 failed to reach accept() call). The maximum number of
simultaneous connections was 246, while the number of simultaneous running HRSS
worker processes totaled 60,000. The client HRTC1 detected 261 errors, while HRTC2
detected 621 errors. The frequency of the delay variable in HRTC1 (time between each
HRTC invocation) was 30 and 39 for delay == 2 and delay == 3, respectively. In HRTC2, the
frequency for the same variable was 40 and 27 for delay == 1 and delay == 2, respectively.
During these tests, the HRSS accept process successfully detected documented errors
(man accept(2), accept(3p)) while accepting Linux system call. HRSS included the variable
stats.socket_accept_default_errors, which would detect errors undocumented in man pages.
Throughout the operation of HRSS, this variable value should be equal to zero. However,
HRSS detected undocumented system errors using stats.socket_accept_default_errors
(Table 2).

To confirm the influence of FORK_DELAY on reliability between IPC, a series of
1000 HRTC repetitions should increase its value by 500,000 nanoseconds, if errors occur.
The initial FORK_DELAY was 700,000 nanoseconds, while the maximum detected in
HRTC1 was 10,200,000 nanoseconds (45.6% of cases). The calculated value for HRTC2 was
2,700,000 nanoseconds. In 42.8% cases, the HRTC2 client calculated the FORK_DELAY
value of 1,200,000 nanoseconds (Figure 3). The number of lost HRSS connections was
133,004. The total number of simultaneously running HRSS processes was 59,996, with
a maximum of 241 connections per second (most of the time, the interval was between
201 and 291 connections per second). HRSS detected 28 stats.socket_accept_default_errors
(Table 3). There were 116,261 detected errors in HRTC1 operation (86.1% cases with no
errors), while HRTC2 produced 766 errors (99.6% cases with no errors).
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Table 2. Results of 100 consecutive HRSS invocations using a delay between each HRTC fork(). The table presents
information about the expected number of connections sent from both clients (HRTC1, HRTC2) and those received by
the HRSS.

HRTC1 + HRTC2 HRSS Connections per Second Stats.Socket_Accept_
Default_Errors

Total of HRSS
Processes

expected
connections

received
connections

lost
connections max most of the

time
12 60,00310,000 × 100 × 2

(2,000,000) 1,990,642 9358 246 209

Table 3. Results of 1000 consecutive HRSS invocations using dynamic FORK_DELAY.

HRTC1 + HRTC2. HRSS Connections per Second Stats.Socket_Accept_
Default_Errors

Total of HRSS
Processes

expected
connections

received
connections

lost
connections max most of the

time
12 59,99610,000 × 100 × 2

(2,000,000) 19,866,996 133,004 241 201–219

4.3. Final Pseudo Climate Data Reliability Check

The final test was expected to prove high reliability in pseudo climate data transmis-
sion using a large number of simultaneous client connections. The delay between each
data packet sent (FORK_DELAY) is set to the detected value of 10,200,000 nanoseconds.
During 1000 repetitions, both HRTC clients should produce a transmission without errors,
while HRSS should successfully process all 20,000,000 connections.

Both HRTC clients successfully performed 1000 loops with 10,000 child connections
per each loop. The minimum time required to send data per turn for HRTC2 equals to 139 s,
while the longest transmission was 230 s. In case of HRTC1, the fastest turn took 169 s,
while the longest took 231 s. While time frequencies between two consecutive transmissions
in HRTC2 did not show a pattern, time frequencies in HRTC1 were grouped around 172,
173, 174, and 175 s. HRSS successfully processed all 20,000,000 transmissions, with the
maximum of 127 connections per second (in most cases, 118 connections per second). The
maximum detected simultaneous HRSS processes totaled 34,679.

5. Conclusions

To monitor and collect information about urban climate conditions in Novi Sad region
(Serbia), the NSUNET system has been developed as result of four international European
projects (URBAN-PATH, URBAN-PREX, GReENENERGY and SENSIBLE), co-funded
through the Interreg-IPA CBC Hungary-Serbia, Croatia-Serbia Program and Horizon 2020.
It includes 28 measuring stations with additional 19 precipitation stations, placed within
an area of 102 km2 in the Novi Sad urban area as well as four automatic weather stations
monitoring outdoor human thermal comfort. The time series collected by NSUNET should
provide information about differences between intra- and inter-urban environments. The
temporal resolution allows the exploration of both diurnal and seasonal peculiarities. The
acquired knowledge should contribute to the effectiveness of sustainable development and
future climate-conscious urban planning strategies, to the mitigation of the current impacts
of global climate change, and the maintenance of the health status of the current and the
future urban population. The system’s design provides urban citizens with both early
warnings of extreme weather conditions and reliable information about weather conditions
in the monitored urban area. The process of collecting large time series of climate data is a
requirement for successful scientific analyses.
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Modern scientific research provides scarce information about the operation of urban
meteorological networks, and especially about data structures used in data transmission.
Algorithms used for error detection in deployed WSN systems are seldom discussed in
scientific literature. Such systems remain “closed” solutions, due to which the reliability of
the provided data is not tested. The lack of this information degrades and, above all, slows
down the development of urban meteorological networks.

The segments of the NSUNET system ensure high data reliability as measured by sta-
tion sensors. Since the remote segment is defined as low-resource hardware, the reliability
of measured data is performed before the activation of the GSM modem. The modem and
some of the implemented sensors include firmware. These are the “closed” points in terms
of data reliability. Upon a successful data delivery to the core segment, a data reliability
check is performed.

The core segment is a point with the most complex code in the entire system. The
complexity of the operating system, the FTP and WEB server instances, and data flow from
the network interface to the file as the final result of the measured data offer an opportunity
for data modification. To determine the reliability of collected climate data provided by
remote measuring stations, for the purpose of this case study, the data acquisition system
has been developed (HRSS), together with its client segment (HRTC). The final result of
this system development is its integration in NSUNET’s core segment as a data input
module. HRTC/HRSS records information about its operation on multiple points. Each
running process monitors and stores its states, as well as the states of other processes.
These attributes make it possible to detect the origin of each error.

The tests included in the case study were performed on three server-oriented com-
puters (two running a HRTC instance and one running a HRSS instance). The initial
tests proved a high reliability in inter-process communication between the large number
of running processes. Further activation of the network socket and the transmission of
10,000 pseudo climate measurements using the HTTP protocol showed inconsistencies
in the information provided about detected errors. This information was not passed to
the application level. The case study network environment included aggregated links
to 2 Gbps and 4 Gbps used in HRTC/HRSS communication. It was observed that the
intensity of the simultaneous client data transmission should be lowered. Sending data
without delay between new client connections produced undesired effects. The client
side TCP/IP stack provided information about the network connection timeout (even
though the HRTC child spent less time running). The server side network socket received
no information about new connections (HRSS accept() call). In addition, the C language
global errno variable, which should contain information about detected errors (notified in
accept() call), contained an undocumented value in a small number of cases. During the
transmission time, all participants in the network environment produced a valid number
of sent/received data (packets marked by the Linux net-filter).

Data reliability in the HRTC/HRSS system inter-process communication reaches an
adequate quality level due to the introduction of a delay between each fork() call. The value
detected in the tested environment, which produces desired results, is equal to 10,200,000
nanoseconds. The number of running HRSS processes directly influences the IPC reliability
in the transmission of measured climate data. This process can be active or placed in a
zombie state (parent process does not receive information about it). In addition to this
cause, there is a lower intensity of client data transmission. The critical value for the
test environment is around 35,000 active HRSS worker processes. Method of detection
of possible data reliability failure implemented in proposed socket server model, proved
that it can provide a clear picture of the reliability of UMNs measurements sent to the core
segment. An implemented mechanism of inter-process communication solves possible
problems of data loss in current Linux operating systems.

The intensity of pseudo climate data transmission tested in the case study environment
is not a scenario in which urban meteorological networks are used. The monitoring and
early warning of rare and short-term urban climate details demand a high degree of
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reliability in urban meteorological networks. To determine this degree, the case study
environment must be able to make the tested system work within its limits. Even though
the final test produced the expected results, the lack of constant reliability of the information
provided to the application layer about detected errors was not adequate in the context of
this analysis.

The concepts of the HRSS worker processes in the proposed socket server model
does not require simultaneous access to same variable. Modifying the data structure
used in the monitoring of the worker process could allow the proposed HRSS model to
introduce concepts of threads in its design. This should lower the impact on the underlying
operating system, while the principles of the HRSS design should remain unchanged. The
proposed modification would allow a parallel analysis of both concepts, thereby increasing
the reliability of climate data in urban meteorological networks and information that
they provide.

The analysis and improvement of the current points that lead to inconsistencies in the
Linux operating system used in HRSS data acquisition are topics for future studies. Critical
network oriented services place their instances on operating systems with low network
latency, such as FreeBSD. Porting HRTC/HRSS code and adapting it to such environments
should provide new information about the degree of reliability in urban studies.

The HRSS socket server model could find its place as an input module in acquisition
systems where data reliability is highly demanded. Even though it places a high burden of
performance due to context switching, it has proven itself to be adequate when reliably
accepting approximately 104 simultaneous connections in a high bandwidth network envi-
ronment.
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